TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Command and Control Your Sensitive Data:
The First Critical Step in Security
Gain unmatched speed and precision in
data discovery, classification, and protection
across your network and cloud environments

3 Ways Spirion Reduces Your Risks

Data Discovery
Find it!

Today, organizations struggle with security and compliance of
sensitive data for three main reasons — their security is:
•• Uncontrolled — bad practices generate thousands of copies
of data and a security nightmare.

•• Unmanaged — people who should not have access to
sensitive data have access.

Rapidly and accurately finds all
business‑critical, regulated, and
sensitive data at-rest at petabyte‑scale

•• Unchecked — people who misuse sensitive data need to be

Data Classification
Identify it!

held accountable.

Spirion overcomes these challenges with rapid and precise
discovery, classification, and visibility of sensitive data across
your network and cloud environments.

Security and Compliance Advantages

Real-time, automated, and persistent
classification of all sensitive data based
on creation, ownership, and usage,
according to your policies

•• Platform-agnostic integration. Can be read by downstream
data protection systems for comprehensive protection.

Data Protection
Prioritize it!

•• Remediation workflow engine. Automates protection

via shredding, redacting data elements, quarantining files,
invoking scripts, and other actions.

•• Easy third-party integration. Extend Spirion to enterprise
information security systems, including but not limited to:

Make decisions based on who has
access to which data, when they last
accessed it, and where it’s stored

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)
Security Information
Event Management (SIEM)
Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)
Information Rights Management (IRM),
Digital Rights Management (DRM), Encryption, DLP
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Flexible and Scalable Spirion Architecture Drives Data Discovery
Standardized Microsoft-based technology supports unprecedented data protection
Spirion’s scalable platform uses standardized Microsoft‑based
technology and multiple layers of security to support enterprise

Deploy Data Discovery Agents

data discovery, classification, and protection. Advantages of the

The highly configurable and scalable platform, which

Spirion platform include:

is compatible with Windows, Apple OSX, and Red

1. Spirion Console Server: Centralized Windows Server

Hat Enterprise Linux, allows organizations to build

interface to manage all endpoints across the enterprise.

teams of agents to search more data faster across

Integrates with Spirion’s Spyglass® dashboard and reporting

environments, including:

tools, and many other reporting platforms.
2. Ensure Security: Data transport and payload between

•• Cloud: Office 365, SharePoint, Box, G Suite,

3. Flexible remote console access: HTML 5-compliant

•• On-Premise Systems: Desktops and

Dropbox, etc.

endpoints and the console are always encrypted.

workstations, application and infrastructure

pages can be accessed by web browsers, so admins can

servers, Exchange and SharePoint servers, etc.

execute all actions remotely, from remediating data security

•• Structured and Unstructured Storage:

concerns to reporting on exposure.

file servers, database servers, MySQL, SAN,

4. Endpoint agents: Spirion endpoint agents communicate

Oracle database, etc.

with the console to obtain configuration, schedules, and

remediation actions. When a search is completed, search
results, logs, and messages are returned to the console.

Console interface
accessed via browser

Console Server

Agents deployed to endpoints

Data transfer to/from
MSSQL server

Agents comm with console

Endpoints

Windows, RedHat Linux, OSX
Discovery teams

Cloud

On-Premise
Desktops and
Workstations

Storage

Infrastructure and
Application Servers
File
Servers

Exchange and SharePoint Servers

Database
Servers

SAN

Talk to a Spirion data security and compliance expert today: expert@spirion.com
Spirion is the leader in data discovery, persistent classification, and protection of sensitive data on-premise and in the cloud.
Since 2006, thousands of organizations worldwide have reduced their sensitive data footprint and proactively minimized the
risks, costs and reputational damage of successful cyberattacks. Spirion provides greater command and control of sensitive
data to leading firms across all industries from financial services to healthcare to public sector. Visit us at spirion.com
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